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To Ian, Luke and Emma

Thank you for your love, support and kindness.

May 151 continue to flourish!



“And the old house

I feel its russet warmth

Comes from the senses of my mind”

[Jean Wahl, Poems, p.23]

“When the peaks of our sky comes together

My house will have a roof”

[Paul Eluard, Dignes de vivre, p115]



Leaking roofs, mouldy windows;

Dirty and forgotten corners of a perilous existence

Eked out through love and passion and conviction.

Odd, and hard rooted, we love like the caw of

a Yorkshire lass; like a burr

that stuck when you weren't looking.

With a passion that delves deeper into your body

than can truly be borne

in a life as transient as ours.

Our cornerstone, won by sweat and graft,

We carry it lightly in life

and only remember it's coffin weight

when all's gone. When it's too late to turn back

and declare the state of life.



So, we are leaving,

let's imagine,

a house.

A house built entirely on ceaseless refashioning;

of constant minute readjustment. Our

sadness at leaving the building,

of exiting

Of

abandoning, 

is compounded by the feeling

that all of our delicate memories and

closely-forged relationships

are made real by

the associations we have

made with the fabric of this

building.



Associations with the objects within

and aesthetic of this particular house.

We live with the fabric day by day;

it's reality reaffirmed every moment

we open our eyes.

And we invest our emotions

and record our memories

through its physical existence each day.

Or what else would we have!

How else would we be able to confirm that all of these

slight, untouchable moments have been real?

A collective named by number.

We must allow the fabric of the structure to embody

our sense of self and self with other.

The walls must breathe,

the floor exhale

and we must believe

that they will always be there

to trigger memories otherwise forgotten

in the day-to-day struggle to exist.



It is tangible but not concrete; 

our object, our product, 

has simply been the creation of a

single but beautiful moment

in the enormity of human history.

Curtains

that hung from vast

windows in my grandmother's house,

on the landing between

the stairs.

Long

and heavily patterned

in shades of green, blossom and corn.

They were a constant amidst

the ever-changing

act.



Parading my new array

of winter or summer clothing down the stairs and into the

warm kitchen;

sliding helter-skelter down the banister

with my sister and cousins

when we thought no one was looking; sitting

holding my sister's hand on the top step,

out of view,

as we listened to the last raging argument

between my mother and her mother

before we were old enough

to understand

the complexity of their relationship.

So now,

my mother's mother gone

 I felt

the overwhelming urge to adjust

and rehang her landing curtains in my own room.

To give me comfort, it seems, in the face of loss

and of renewal.

My memories now

don't spring back to me in overwhelming magnitude

whenever I look at her curtains,

because I have chosen to live with them

everyday; both memory and object.

To bring them into my life

entirely.



Memories

that are not because of the curtains;

not represented in the fabric of the actual object itself.

 Memories that were not in any way made

because of the particular existence

of those,

exact

curtains.

But which can be

recalled and re-imagined

when I dream for long enough

 in their pattern.

What

are my memories

of this house?  What secret hiding

places hold memories of love and loss;

Where will I store my memories

when I've left?

In colour,

form,

texture?

Word. Sound.



The sound

 of an empty metal 

shell, hanging calmly

 over the kitchen counter,

resounds like a call to prayer

when I pull the twisted internal cord

and announce, to the whole household.....

“Dinner!”

Like Pavlovian dogs

we brace ourselves for to this call to arms,

down mucky stairs to grab with grubby hands

any plate, knife, fork or spoon

washed or unwashed that dares lie nearby.

“Tea?”

“Yes, please!”



There's a wonderful frenzy of activity in the hallway,

in

and out

and around

of the kitchen, the living room,

quickly stacking the glass topped table;

 peacock-proud. We display our brash plumage.

An assortment of candy-cane objects

 lie suspended in animation beneath

it's clear surface. Collected,

magpie-like,

collectively squirrelled away for winter feasts

that would burnish our eyes.

Ablaze!

Flickering,

jumping, spitting flames

crack as they lick wood laid thick and fat

behind a cracked glass frontage.

“Thank you!”

abounds across the table

as people help themselves and serve each other.

Spoonfuls of Dahl. Curries of illustrious fame.

All tastes catered for,

all mouths fed,

as we nurture each other with our own

precarious

and quirky art.



The table and the fire become my talisman,

recalling the bell in their turn.

A sweet clanging

that will dance in the vaults

of my imagination for years to come;

never dying, only slowly

fading.

Whilst memories

of deep and shallow words alike

will bare their breast and the bitter-sweet aromas

of foods guzzled with such anticipation,

will flood back to me.

All the while I'll remember

just who it was I sat beside, who's arm I grazed

as I reached across the laden pans.

Who's conversation made me laugh

until I wanted to cry.

Who's companionship warmed my heart.
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